
Alto's Odyssey

**About Alto's Odyssey**

Alto's Odyssey is the successor to the popular and critically acclaimed mobile game Alto's

Adventure. As in the first part, you have to use a sandboard to drive down slopes while avoiding

many dangers and obstacles.

In Alto's Odyssey you go on an exciting and fast journey through the desert. You are just equipped

with a sandboard with which you have to race down slopes. In order to score high, it is important

that you perform spectacular tricks with your board. The more tricks you make in a row, the more

points you get, of course. On your journey through the desert you will be followed by a lemur who

wants to catch up with you. To escape the lemur, you must gain speed and avoid many of the

dangers that await you on the track. In more than 180 missions, you can prove your skills and

perform unique tricks. With a high score and collected coins, you can also unlock up to 6 new

characters.

**Alto's Odyssey - Features:**

- Drive down slopes: Alto's Odyssey is the successor to the popular and award-winning mobile

game Alto's Adventure. Unlike its predecessor, Alto's Odyssey plays in the desert. You are

equipped with a sand board, with which you have to drive down numerous slopes. However, as you

travel through the desert, there are many enemies and obstacles waiting to hinder you on your

journey. For example, a lemur, who wants to catch you at any cost, is following you. In addition,

there are numerous obstacles on the track that you have to dodge skillfully. Drive through temples,

canyons and dunes and experience a unique desert adventure.

- Try spectacular tricks: In Alto's Odyssey you not only have to dodge obstacles and avoid dangers,

but also try tricks. With your board, many spectacular tricks can be performed. If you tap on the

screen of your smartphone or tablet, your character jumps and performs a backflip. For even more

points, you have the opportunity to combine several tricks. A good combo will boost your score. If

you manage to land a difficult combo, you are even faster, which allows you to make even wider

jumps.

- 180 missions: The game includes 180 missions, spread over 60 levels. In the various missions,

for example, you have to travel a certain distance or collect a certain number of coins.

- Unlock new characters: During the game, you have to opportunity to collect coins. With these

coins and with good scores you can unlock up to 6 new characters.

Conclusion: Alto's Odyssey is a fast-paced desert adventure, which convinces by brilliant graphics

and a beautifully designed desert landscape.


